
  
 

 
 

  
 

PROJECT AND NAME CONCEPT 

The project Citizen CAN  is based on the promotion and experience of active 
citizenship, the main field of work of AMC. Active citizenship is the attitude through 
which each individual can participate to the maximum of their intent in the democratic 
processes of their communities. 

 

The project was approved by the Portuguese National Agency and is coordinated by 
AMC. AMC will send eight young people during 2018 for an EVS experience and will 
host eight international young people in our office and the youth centres we 
coordinate. Thirteen other partners are involved in the project, either as hosting 
organisation or as sending organisations. Their countries are: Azerbaijan, Finland, 
Georgia, Greece, Italy, Jordan, Kosovo, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Sweden and 
Ukraine. The young people involved in these projects will experience different 
possibilities of engagement in the civil society, developing skills and facing many 
learning opportunities, becoming (even more) active citizens. 

The aims of Citizen CAN are: 

- to promote volunteering as a tool of civic participation and a mechanism that allows 
young people to acquire personal, social and professional skills;  

- to bring non formal education closer to the structures of formal education, fostering 
the sharing of good practices, and values/attitudes of citizenship and empowerment; 

- to foster the participation of young people in the democratic life, mainly in the 
protection of human rights. 

 

 

   



TASKS Overview

General Outline:

 On each Sunday we start the week by making a meeting to follow up with every member
of the community, to overview the upcoming weekly tasks and to agree on specific
themes that we want to tackle in the content that we will be generating.

 At the end of each week (Thursdays’ morning) you send to this email
evsidare@gmail.com your upcoming weekly plan and it will be checked, discussed if
necessary and approved by your project responsible (supervisor).

 At the end of each month you submit your timesheet.
 At the end of each month you submit your monthly reporting on any format you chose.
 You need to have your own laptop with you in order to be able to function and carry on

with the tasks during your volunteering/internship with us.
 All tasks are located at I Dare office in Amman
 You need to have your own laptop with you

General tasks overview and description

I. The below described tasks are required by all of you. 

1. General social media management for I-Dare and its project:
To create one post each day to be used for I-Dare’s Facebook page and Instagram
account. 

2. Online Love Speech campaign and Shabab2250 campaign about preventing violent
extremism: 

A. Facebook: To create one post each day for in order to support the campaign we are
running to combat online hate speech. This post will go to the Facebook page of the OLS
campaign. 

B. www.idareact.org: for the page of the campaign on the website: you need to write 1
articles each week for the campaign. You hand your article to this email act@idareact.org
on each Monday for checking and approval before publishing. act@idareact.org 
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3. www.idareact.org website:
It is a website we created to help in communicating with the outer world and to have
interaction and dialogue in order to provide alternative narratives. It contains 4 tabs you can
check it online; it is still trial version.

Tasks required: 

To write 2 articles for this website on any topic of your choice. Basically you need to keep an eye
and to monitor the news worldwide and what is going on social media and what people are
discussing and then your 1-2 articles can summaries everything. You also, can recycle some of
these information and news in a very engaging way and in any format you like. 

You hand your article to this email evsidare@gmail.com on each Wednesday for checking and
approval before publishing. evsaidare@gmail.com 

The preferred format, look at VOX media to be inspired:
 to use pictures with text   
 one-page short article + a picture.
 Short videos/animation
 Posters
 Comics 

4. Web-series: short videos for www.idareact.org 
check the website to understand the topics we are talking about.

 These web-series short videos (1-3 minutes duration)   will be created for the website
www.idareact.org

 Using the camera of your smart phone or the camera we have in the office.
 Each month you are required to create 3 short videos to be handed on 10, 20 and 30

dates of each month. 
 we need to approve them before publishing them.
 Themes: you may shoot yourself talking about one specific topic in episodes. You may

shoot short documentaries about certain topic…etc be creative, you may shoot glimpses
of life in Amman…etc but at the same time we are conveying a message… you may
shoot yourself commenting on certain news/debate…

II. Specific tasks that will be allocated to you based on the proper timing: 

1. Research: desk research of secondary data
2. Periodical “Daring Hub Management”
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Profile of EVS Volunteers

We are looking for people who have a background in: 

Graphic design, programing/coding, video making and editing as we need to

support IDare work in the area of alternative narrative to hate speech content and

to violent content. We have a number of platforms: www.idareact.org and two

Facebook pages for running the campaigns we are running since 2014.

We need people who are capable in technological advancement to think with us

on best technological solution such as mobile aps and other solution to support

the work of IDare in the above mentioned areas.  
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